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In the time it takes to download a 2 hour film... 

What does that really mean?

4G 5G3G

Run a quick

mile

Ask “Has it

downloaded yet?”

Fly from Sydney 

to NYC



Next Generation 5G Use Cases



Safer, more efficient manufacturing, 

autonomous transport connected to 

smart cities

Personalized in-car content, related 

service recommendations, richer, more 

personalized virtual car shopping 

Re-imagined experiential ‘theaters’, 

new, virtual ways of connecting with 

celebrities 

Next-gen AR/VR/MR content / life-like 

experiences, ultra-fast 4K-8K 

livestream video  

High-frequency trading & market 

analysis, insights to businesses

Personalized, seamless money 

management & services

Remote medical services including 

surgery & physical therapy
Personalized patient insights, 

care & treatment

Life-like modeling & virtual 

shopping (i.e. clothing, home)
Improved logistics & delivery 

coordination

Immersive Computing/Wearables, 

personalized content thru connected 

devices

Automotive & Mobility

Entertainment

Financial Services

Healthcare

CPG
Improved manufacturing, supply 

chain management & packaging 

Connected home-to-product 

recommendation & purchasing

Improved manufacturing, supply 

chain management & packaging 

Tech/Telco

Retail

Travel Seamless wayfinding, personalized 

virtual trip planning, destination trials
Improved logistics of end-to-end 

travel needs 

IN BUSINESS OPERATIONS IN CONTENT EXPERIENCESACROSS INDUSTRIES

5G enabling 
revolutions & 
evolutions...



What has this to do with 
video?



Consumers expect more, as do marketers.

Consumers

Protection of data

Personalized experiences

Video everywhere

Mobile-first everything 

Quality content

Marketers

Brand safety

ROI 

Reach target audience at scale

Single view of the consumer

Quality Data / Insights 



5G Media Opportunities

New advertising 

formats and 

measurement

Empowered

gaming

experiences

Virtual 

environments as

new media 

channels

A new sensory

dimension to 

entertainment

Connected in-car 

entertainment



New advertising formats and virtual
environments



A new sensory dimension to entertainment



What does it mean for 
advertisers?



Advertisers plan to leverage 5G in new and 
useful ways

Advertisers, specifically, see “better consumer 

experiences” and the opportunity to “use new or 

additional creative formats” among the top benefits that

will come out of 5G.

Advertiser benefits

33% 
of advertisers are 

already planning for 5G



The biggest impact for 
advertisers will be seen
across…



Mobile video

Spectacular streaming offers

exciting opportunities for 

advertisers.

Higher definition mobile video 

content (57%) and consistent

and better quality video 

streaming (54%) are among the 

5G benefits consumers are most

excited for.

73%
of people stream video 

at least once % a week 

- highest among 18-34 

year olds where 43% 

stream every day.



Augmented reality

Engagement with AR will

drive deeper connections with 

consumers.

85%
of consumers believe 5G will

benefit AR



Artificial intelligence

AI empowers advertisers to 

reach qualified audiences.

80%
of surveyed consumers think 5G will

benefit AI experiences



Is there more?



RYOT 5G Studio Experiences

Live motion

capture

Volumetric

capture

Photoreal

digital humans3d & mixed

reality







Our commitment

Scale TransparencyContent Innovation

1st party targeting 

capabilities to deliver 

the right message 

when and where it 

matters.

Leverage Verizon’s 

content investments 

and capabilities, with 

exclusive 

partnerships (MSFT) 

or content distribution 

like Warner Music 

Italy.

Leader in 5G 

technology with the 

only fixed 5G 

currently in market. 

XR,VR, MX,…

Committed to 

transforming media 

by building brand-

safe solutions.





Thank you.


